Brain arteriovenous malformation with transdural blood supply: Current status (Review)
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Abstract. Arterial blood supply to a brain arteriovenous malformation (BAVM) is mainly derived from the internal carotid artery (ICA) and vertebral basilar artery (VBA) system. However, in certain cases, arteries supplying the meninges may also contribute to the blood supply of the BAVM, resulting in the formation of a BAVM with transdural blood supply (TBS). To review the current status of BAVM with TBS, a literature search was performed in the PubMed database. Articles were screened for relevance and suitability of data. According to recent studies, the mechanisms by which TBS to a BAVM forms are mainly classified into the congenital and acquired type. BAVM with TBS is common in elderly patients and is characterized by intracranial hemorrhage, epilepsy, chronic headache and increased intracranial pressure. Digital subtraction angiography is the gold standard for diagnosing BAVM with TBS. Superselective angiography is also important. Treatments for BAVM with TBS include surgical resection, endovascular treatment (EVT), stereotactic radiosurgery and combined treatment. Surgical resection is difficult to perform. EVT has become the major therapy for treating BAVM with TBS due to its low procedural invasiveness. Combination of surgical resection and EVT may be a good option. In addition, stereotactic radiosurgery is frequently used as a complementary treatment to surgical and endovascular interventions. The prognosis of BAVM with TBS is not favorable, as the defect involves a complex arterial supply system.
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1. Introduction

Brain arteriovenous malformation (BAVM) refers to a cluster of direct connections between arteries and draining veins without an intervening capillary bed. AVMs have the following major components: One or more feeding arteries, a nidus that forms the site of the arteriovenous shunt and draining venous structures (1,2). The arteries that supply blood to a BAVM mainly arise from the internal carotid artery (ICA) and vertebral basilar artery (VBA) systems (3,4).

However, when the BAVM is adjacent to cerebral convexities or intracranial dural structures, the arteries that supply the BAVM may also originate or even be wholly derived from the arteries supplying the meninges. These latter structures are called BAVM with transdural blood supply (TBS) (5,6). The TBS of BAVM may be from the external carotid artery (ECA) or the meningeal branches of the ICA and the VBA system (7).

To date, a relatively limited number of studies have reported on BAVM with TBS; thus, the current knowledge is insufficient. Furthermore, no comprehensive review has been previously published. Hence, for the present article, a literature search was performed using the PubMed database to review BAVM with TBS.

2. Incidence

BAVM with TBS has long been in the spotlight of research, while incidences of BAVM with TBS are significantly different among published studies. For instance, according to the study by Willinsky et al (8), the incidence was 29%. Newton and Cronqvist (9) reported an incidence of 27%. However, Miyachi et al (10) reported an incidence of 65%.

Compared with that reported by Miyachi et al (10), the studies by Willinsky et al (8) and Newton and Cronqvist (9) reported a lower incidence of TBS, as they included whole-brain BAVM in their studies. The study by Miyachi et al (10) mainly
focused on superficial-area BAVM, and as BAVM with TBS usually occurs in subpial areas and the cortex, they estimated a relatively higher incidence of BAVM with TBS than the other studies.

Among whole-brain studies of BAVM, the study by Bervini et al (7) appears to have assessed the incidence of TBS in the most suitable manner. This study included 769 cases of BAVM; of these, 51 cases had a TBS, resulting in an incidence of 6.6% (7). The incidence of TBS in other studies was higher, perhaps due to confusion regarding the classification of BAVM with TBS during the early years of research or differences in angiographic techniques, as well as the location of the BAVMs included (11).

3. Pathogenesis

The mechanisms by which TBS forms in a BAVM with TBS are mainly divided into the congenital and acquired type.

Congenital factors. The congenital formation theory of TBS has demonstrated that TBS developed upon generation of the BAVM, according to which BAVM with TBS form during embryonic development of the cerebral circulation (7). Miyachi et al (10) indicated that in early embryos, the epidural blood supply originates from pial-dural anastomotic channels. Hence, during the embryonic development of a BAVM, the BAVM may acquire a TBS.

Acquired factors. In recent years, TBS of BAVM has been more frequently regarded as acquired (5,12-14). This may occur in two situations: i) The formation of the BAVM is congenital, and only the formation of TBS is acquired; ii) the formation of the BAVM and the TBS is acquired (15). Acquired mechanisms mainly attribute to sinus thrombosis and hypertension, including trauma, radiation, infection, surgery and transcatarial embolization (6,15-18). When the above factors induce sinus thrombosis or thrombosis, the endogenous dysplastic dural vessels in the sinus further develop and directly induce an artery-to-sinus communication, thus forming a BAVM with TBS (6,13,17,19-21).

In addition, the inflammation caused by the use of glue or the Onyx Liquid Embolic System (Medtronic Plc) during embolization may stimulate the formation of a BAVM in a superficial area, resulting in the formation of a TBS (5). Subsequent to the establishment of BAVM, high wall shear stress can cause angiogenesis and arteriogenesis to recruit the TBS that directly supplies the BAVM (7).

4. Angioarchitecture

The characteristics of the angioarchitecture of BAVM with TBS include its size, location, arterial blood supply artery (including a TBS), nidus structure and drainage vein (22).

Location. The nidus of a BAVM with TBS is usually located in a superficial area, including the subpial area or the cortex, but may occasionally appear around the tentorium, skull base or posterior fossa (22). Koo et al (11) reported that BAVM with TBS was most commonly observed in the temporal lobe (34.4%), followed by the occipital lobe (28.1%), parietal lobe (18.8%) and frontal lobe (12.5%). Soderman et al (6) also indicated that BAVM with TBS most commonly occurs in the temporal lobe, followed by the parietal lobe and frontal lobe. The reason why the temporal lobe is a relatively common location may be due to this site being the major region supplied by blood from the middle meningeal artery (MMA) and occipital artery (6,11).

Feeding artery and draining vein. The major supplying arteries of a BAVM with TBS include the non-meningeal branches of the ICA and VBA system; the meningeal branches of the ECA, ICA and VBA systems may also be involved in BAVM that acquire a TBS (23,24). In rare cases, a BAVM will exclusively receive its blood from a TBS (7,25). Of all types of TBS, those from the MMA and occipital artery are the most common, accounting for 86% of all types (23). Due to the presence of a TBS for the BAVM, the venous drainage from the BAVM may be similar to that of a dural arteriovenous fistula, which may have cortical venous retrograde drainage, and the drainage veins of a BAVM may be tortuous or variceal and exhibit aneurysmal dilatation (22,26).

Nidus. BAVMs are divided into large vs. small and compact vs. diffuse types according to the size and compactness of the nidus, respectively (27-29). In a BAVM with TBS, a larger nidus is associated with a higher probability of a TBS. The reasons for this association may be that larger BAVMs are more frequently close to the dura mater and associated with a more complex source of arterial blood supply (6,7,10).

For instance, Koo et al (11) indicated that the probability of a TBS occurring in a BAVM with an AVM volume in the nidus of >10 cm³ was higher than that for a BAVM with a nidus of 4-10 cm³. In addition, it is more likely for a TBS to appear in a diffuse-type BAVM (30). Miyachi et al (10) and Koo et al (11) reported that diffuse-type BAVMs were associated with a significantly higher incidence of TBS.

5. Clinical manifestations

The clinical manifestations of BAVM with TBS are similar but not identical to those of BAVM without TBS. The blood-supplying artery of a BAVM with TBS involves the dura; thus, the clinical manifestations of the BAVM share the characteristics of the dura (31). However, the major clinical manifestations are associated with the size and location of the BAVM.

General characteristics. BAVM with TBS is mostly observed in elderly patients, and its incidence increases with age (6,7,10). Dahl et al (32) reported that the maximum age at onset of BAVM with TBS is 50-60 years. Bervini et al (7) reported that the average age of patients with BAVM with TBS was 43 years, which is obviously higher than that of BAVM patients without TBS (with an average age of 37 years), perhaps due to a BAVM taking a certain time to acquire a TBS.

Whether the incidence of BAVM with TBS is associated with gender has not been clearly determined by previous studies. It has been noted that BAVM with TBS occurring in the anterior cranial fossa is more common in males than in females, an effect that may be linked to factors including...
Intracranial hemorrhage. The most important clinical manifestation of BAVM with TBS is intracranial hemorrhage, which is life-threatening in severe cases (35). For instance, nine of the 30 cases of BAVM with TBS reported by Jin et al (36) were caused by intracranial hemorrhage (incidence, 30.0%). Intracranial hemorrhage may occur at the BAVM nidus or from aneurysmal dilated drained veins, with the latter being more common than the former, and is characterized by intracranial hematoma and subarachnoid hemorrhage (37).

Subdural hematoma is associated with bleeding of BAVM with TBS. As BAVM with TBS tend to be located at the surface of the brain, ruptures in the small blood supply arteries between the dura mater and cortex seep into the subdural region (38), with trauma being a likely cause. For instance, Kominato et al (39) reported on a female patient who died of acute subdural hematoma, and autopsy confirmed that the patient had a BAVM with TBS in the falx cerebri.

Epilepsy. Epilepsy is the major non-hemorrhage symptom of BAVM with TBS. Epilepsy occurs in affected patients due to the location of the BAVM nidus usually involving the cerebral cortex. Thus, the BAVM stimulates abnormal discharges in the pia mater and cortex, thereby causing epilepsy (40). Furthermore, vein pulsations, which are caused by vein hypertension and are increased by vein resistance, may occur and increase the incidence of epileptic seizures (41,42).

Other symptoms. Regarding other clinical symptoms, BAVM with TBS is associated with chronic headache. For instance, Koo et al (11) determined that chronic headache occurred 3.7 times more frequently in patients with BAVM with TBS than in those with BAVM without TBS, suggesting that TBS itself is associated with chronic headache. Increased intracranial pressure is another common clinical manifestation of BAVM with TBS. The mechanism underlying this symptom may be an increase in pressure and the flow of arterialized meningeal sinuses (43,44).

In addition, the hemodynamic factors associated with BAVM with TBS may also cause corresponding symptoms. For instance, the diversion of blood flow from the ophthalmic artery to the BAVM may cause amaurosis fugax (37). Other rare symptoms include cranial nerve palsy and trigeminal neuralgia, and these symptoms are considered to be caused by cranial nerve compression by enlarged and serpiginous draining veins (45,46).

6. Imaging examinations

The clinical manifestations of BAVM with TBS are nonspecific. Therefore, imaging, including digital subtraction angiography (DSA), computed tomography (CT) angiography and magnetic resonance angiography are the major methods used to diagnose BAVM with TBS. Among these, DSA is the gold standard for diagnosis (26). However, for BAVM with TBS, selective angiographies, including selective ECA and ICA angiogram, or superselective angiography, are important.

The characteristics of BAVM with TBS that may be clearly observed on selective and superselective angiography include the following: A nidus located close to the surface of the brain, blood-supplying arteries originating from both epidural and intracranial arteries, and venous drainage to the dural sinus and/or leptomeningeal vein (24,47). Retrograde leptomeningeal venous drainage is frequently tortuous, variceal or frankly aneurysmal (5).

7. Treatment

The treatment plan for BAVM with TBS generally includes surgical resection, endovascular treatment (EVT), stereotactic radiosurgery and combined treatment (22,48-51). The choice of treatment components is a multidisciplinary decision that requires an evaluation of the anatomical location of the BAVM, Spetzler-Martin classification and hemodynamics, and the decision should be made by local experts and the patient (52).

Surgical resection. Complete surgical resection is the most effective treatment for BAVM with TBS, but as it involves numerous and complex arrangements of feeding arteries and drainage veins, the operation is difficult to perform. TBS in particular increases the risk of the operation (53). Intra-operatively separating the dura mater from the BAVM surface may tear the corresponding dural blood supply arteries, causing catastrophic hemorrhage. To prevent this from occurring, it is suggested that the dura and all of its blood-supplying arteries connected to the BAVM should be resected (54).

In cases of BAVM with TBS caused by hemorrhaging of the expanded drainage vein, simple surgical interruption of the draining vein may be a successful treatment. However, to prevent rebleeding, the focal point and nidus should also be amputated (55,56).

Endovascular treatment. At present, EVT is one of the methods used for treating BAVM with TBS. The advantage of EVT is its low procedural invasiveness and preservation of brain functionality (52). Performing EVT in BAVM with TBS mainly involves transarterial embolization, which is performed via either a dural blood supply approach or a pial blood supply approach (non-dural blood supply approach) (36).

Among these, the pial blood supply approach in EVT may effectively embolize the BAVM and prevent rebleeding (57). However, the dural blood supply approach is safer; furthermore, by reducing the blood flow of the brain surface, certain clinical symptoms may be improved, including epilepsy and headache from dural feeding pulsation, particularly in unruptured BAVM with TBS (36). During the dural blood supply approach, the use of a dual-lumen balloon catheter is helpful to inject the liquid embolic material into the BAVM to prevent reflux (58,59).

Combination of surgical and endovascular approaches. During surgical resection of BAVM with TBS, the corresponding dural blood-supplying arteries should be controlled prior to performing the nidus resection to reduce the risk of intra-operative bleeding (60,61). Thus, in earlier studies, it was a feasible choice to perform ECA ligation (53). The combination of surgical and endovascular methods for intracranial
neurovascular diseases in a hybrid operating room is a novel and promising trend (62,63), and in modern case series, numerous TBS were selectively embolized as a surgical adjunct to make surgical resection safer.

Stereotactic radiosurgery. Stereotactic radiosurgery is generally not the first choice for BAVM with TBS and is frequently used as a complementary treatment after surgical treatment and intravascular intervention. The aim of stereotactic radiosurgery in those cases is to further and more completely remove the nidus (64). However, a previous study described the successful treatment of BAVM with TBS by stereotactic radiosurgery alone (51). In 1993, Chandler and Friedman (49) reported on one case of BAVM with TBS located in the anterior cranial fossa that was treated with 3,000 cGy to the 80% isodose line of an 18-mm collimator, and angiography performed after 3 years indicated that the BAVM had disappeared.

8. Prognosis

As BAVM with TBS is not frequently reported, the prognosis of BAVM with TBS is uncertain. It is now agreed that, due to BAVM with TBS involving a complex supply of arteries, the therapeutic outcomes are generally poor. Shima et al (56) reported that the surgical cure rate for BAVM with TBS was low, while its morbidity and mortality were high. If resection is not complete, the BAVM nidus may expand or cause disastrous intracerebral hemorrhage (56).

Soderman et al (6) reported on EVT performed on 54 cases of BAVM with TBS, 22% of whom required retreatment by EVT after 3 years of follow-up, indicating that the imaging-based cure rate was not ideal. However, with the continuous enhancement of the understanding BAVM with TBS, treatment outcomes are also gradually improving (65).

9. Conclusions

BAVM with TBS are different from those observed in common BAVM. The mechanisms by which TBS may form in a BAVM are mainly divided into the congenital and acquired type, the acquired factor may be popular (5,12-14). BAVM with TBS is common in elderly patients. DSA is the gold standard for diagnosing BAVM with TBS. Superselective angiography is also important. Treatments for BAVM with TBS include surgical resection, EVT, stereotactic radiosurgery and combined treatment. Surgical resection is difficult to perform. EVT has become the major method for treating BAVM with TBS due to its low procedural invasiveness. Combination of surgical resection and EVT may be a good option. In addition, stereotactic radiosurgery is frequently used as a complementary treatment to surgical and endovascular interventions. The prognosis of BAVM with TBS is not optimistic.

10. Typical case of BAVM with TBS

The patient, a 65-year-old female, with no history of hypertension or diabetes mellitus was admitted the First Hospital of Jilin University (Changchun, China) in March 2018 due to presentation of a sudden headache and vomiting for 1 h. After its onset, the patient was mentally lucid and had flexible limbs.

Figure 1. One typical case of BAVM with TBS. (A and B) Head CT and MRI displaying BAVM in the lateral ventricle triangle of the right occipital lobe and temporal lobe. Slightly high density was observed on CT, and MRI indicated voids in vessels. The BAVM was ruptured with bleeding into the right lateral ventricle and third ventricle. (C and D) Bilateral carotid artery angiography revealed that the bilateral internal carotid system was involved in the blood supply of the BAVM. (E and F) Bilateral external carotid artery system angiography indicated that the middle cerebral artery and occipital artery were involved in the blood supply. (G) Vertebral basilar angiography demonstrated that the BAVM was mainly supplied by the posterior cerebral artery. (H-J) Onyx embolization via multiple branches of the posterior cerebral artery was performed to treat the BAVM, and target embolization was the major method utilized to treat the BAVM near the ventricle. CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; BAVM, brain arteriovenous malformation; TBS, transdural blood supply.
Head CT and magnetic resonance imaging revealed a BAVM near the right temporal occipital lobe and corpus callosum, and right ventricular hemorrhage (Fig. 1A-B). DSA revealed a BAVM with TBS of the bilateral ECA and ICA systems (Fig. 1C-G). To treat the BAVM near the ventricle, Onyx embolization was performed via the posterior cerebral artery, and targeted embolization was performed to treat the BAVM near the hemorrhage point (Fig. 1H-J). The patient recovered well after surgery and exhibited no new neurologic deficits (Fig. 1).
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